
March 28, 2021  Meditation 1:  “Of Palms………”  

Scripture Lesson 1: Mark 11:1-11 
11When they were approaching Jerusalem, at Bethphage and Bethany, near the Mount of Olives, 

he sent two of his disciples 2and said to them, “Go into the village ahead of you, and immediately 

as you enter it, you will find tied there a colt that has never been ridden; untie it and bring 

it. 3If anyone says to you, ‘Why are you doing this?’ just say this, ‘The Lord needs it and will 

send it back here immediately.’” 4They went away and found a colt tied near a door, outside in 

the street. As they were untying it, 5some of the bystanders said to them, “What are you doing, 

untying the colt?” 6They told them what Jesus had said; and they allowed them to take it. 7Then 

they brought the colt to Jesus and threw their cloaks on it; and he sat on it. 8Many people 

spread their cloaks on the road, and others spread leafy branches that they had cut in the 

fields. 9Then those who went ahead and those who followed were shouting, 

“Hosanna!  Blessed is the one who comes in the name of the Lord! 
10Blessed is the coming kingdom of our ancestor David! 

Hosanna in the highest heaven!” 
11Then he entered Jerusalem and went into the temple; and when he had looked around at 

everything, as it was already late, he went out to Bethany with the twelve. 

 

How many people out there love movies?  This is the place where I would 

usually look into the congregation and see hands waving or nods of affirmation; 

these days, if we could manage it, we’d look at the thumbnail pictures on the Zoom 

screen to see those hands and nods, or more likely, the electronic version of those 

in emoji or graphic form.  Nonetheless, it is a safe assumption that most people 

love movies, as the millions if not billions of offerings out there testify. 

In these days of pandemic isolation and home internalization, I, like you, 

have been going back to the movies I love.  And there are so very many; before I 

recently sent off the majority of them to goodwill, I had catalogued 216 DVD’s 

and 432 VCR tapes in our shelves (actually, I didn’t precisely count them, but 

calculated from the empty shelf spaces where they once were their space 

occupancy dimensions – yes, I know, a very “enginerd” thing to do!).  In any event, 

I had amassed a library of approximately 648 movies I liked well enough to 

purchase and retain for years, even if most of them came from goodwill.  And, 

indeed, there were some I watched several times during this pandemic; but some 

of my very favorite movies I passed over time and time again.  And I know why I 

did so – as good as they were, I knew exactly where things were going, and where 

they were going was not a place I wanted to experience.  An alien is going to pop 

out of someone’s stomach; Darth Vader will kill OB1KNOB; Gandalf is going to fall 

into utter darkness; the white whale is going to kill all but one of the sailors; the 

fawn’s mother is going to get shot.  I almost wish I could remove those horrifying, 



sad, depressing parts of those movies so that I could fully enjoy the story that 

remains – but the story that remains would be utterly compromised and 

profoundly diminished.  It is as if the quality of the story depends upon remaining 

true to the parts that go against the grain of fairytales and pleasantries; almost 

as if the strength of the glory depends upon the depths of the pain. 

 

The story of Palm Sunday is very much like this for me, and perhaps for you 

-- I have a hard time with Palm Sunday due to the phenomenon of STICKING 

WITH THE STORY WHEN YOU KNOW WHERE IT’S GOING.  It starts with all 

the things we like as human beings – power and glory, good cheer and accolades, 

uplift of Jesus and a sense of vision and purpose through God’s incarnation; 

crowds of the oppressed feeling like their time has finally come, that it’s the 

people of Israel’s turn to conquer and rule.  But then, all too quickly, we find that 

the narrative will move inexorably towards betrayal, suffering, abandonment, and 

death; and, of course, we all realize the narrative’s earthly resolution is the cross.   

Today the community around Jesus waves palm fronds and proclaim him God’s 

anointed; in a few short days, the crowd will demand his blood.   

It is for this reason that I have always found Palm Sunday enigmatic and 

somewhat confusing – except that it almost perfectly captures the nature of 

humanity in its tendency towards inconsistency and contextual myopia.  We are 

creatures of communal vacillation, of unpredictability and extremes.  We rise to 

meet the challenges of Covid 19 through media innovation, record-setting vaccine 

development, and collective response of masks and sanitation – all while a 

concurrent anti-vax movement grows and conspiracy theories suggest everything 

from subterranean governmental deceptions to alien influences trying to take over 

our world (yes, there was an article I read this week which implied that Covid 19 

was an invasive form of life from outer space……).  We perhaps do great things, 

yet often we display during our moments of greatness a tendency towards horrors 

following close behind. 

One of the more easily missed details of the Palm Sunday account is that 

Jesus took little notice of the crowds, of their joy and acclamation; were they of 

substance, Jesus would not have missed such a great opportunity to be heard.  But 

it’s as if he knew such things were superficial, and so paid them the lesser 

attention.  And yet, even as he likely realized the sentiment under the surface 

indicated the suffering that lay ahead, it caused him no hesitation in entering the 

city and facing the probability of death.  Perhaps this is the greatest evidence we 



have of the God’s relentless pursuit of humanity?  Steadfast in his determination 

to reach us, regardless of whether we proclaim him Lord of our lives, or forsake 

him to the cross? 

We are creatures of extremes which God seeks to moderate; we are entities that 

express both the best and worst of humanity which God seeks to redirect; we are 

the beloved of God whom Jesus came to address as not defined nor imprisoned by 

our worst nature, yet needing intervention to rise to our best.  Palm Sunday, the 

moment when Jesus entered that hotbed of contradictions and hypocrisy, 

demonstrated just how far God was willing to go to make things right – just how 

far God was willing to go to make us right.     

 

 

Meditation 2:  “…….and Passion” 

Scripture Lesson 2: Isaiah 50:4-9a  
4The Lord God has given me the tongue of a teacher, that I may know how to sustain the weary with a word. 

Morning by morning he wakens— wakens my ear to listen as those who are taught. 5The Lord God has opened my 

ear, and I was not rebellious, I did not turn backward. 6I gave my back to those who struck me, and my cheeks to 

those who pulled out the beard; I did not hide my face from insult and spitting. 7The Lord God helps me; therefore 

I have not been disgraced; therefore I have set my face like flint, and I know that I shall not be put to shame; 8he 

who vindicates me is near. Who will contend with me? Let us stand up together. Who are my adversaries? Let them 

confront me. 9It is the Lord God who helps me; who will declare me guilty? All of them will wear out like a garment; 

the moth will eat them up. 

 

I was greatly tempted to make this a rather typical Palm Sunday message, 

full of a sense of God’s glory visited in Jesus as he entered the holy city, an uplift 

of God’s son for a worldly witness of the priceless incarnation that changed the 

world.  But I find myself unable to release my heart from the events of the last 

couple of weeks – and what they say about us as the human community Jesus came 

to engage. 

 We turn our attention to the darker side of things as we orient ourselves 

away from the palm fronds and the excited crowds greeting Jesus as he entered 

Jerusalem; we now face the cross in the distance, ominous and terrifying, an 

instrument meant to destroy what God was up to in Jesus.  Jesus would be 

betrayed, would suffer humiliation, abandonment, isolation, and torturous death is 

where the story goes from here; we know this.  On the one hand, the narrative of 

holy week expresses the nature of God’s willingness to expend God’s self in 

reaching out to us; but on the other hand, the narrative also expresses the part 



of ourselves that we must acknowledge in order to understand just what expense 

we cause God because of our horrifying ability to get things terribly wrong.  Palm 

Sunday and the events of Holy Week not only show us the extent God’s grace-

filled and sacrificial nature, but humanity’s deplorable side that made such 

revelation essential.  We see in Jesus what God has done, and we see in humanity 

why it was needed. 

 And how very wrong humanity gets it so very often.  Again and again and 

again we witness the horrors we are capable of towards our fellow beings.  Last 

week it was the mass-murder of eight Asian-Americans in Atlanta; this past week 

it was the mass murder of ten human beings at a grocery store I often 

frequented as a child and youth in my hometown of Boulder, Colorado; that store 

is eight blocks from the home where I grew up, where my parents still live.  IN 

MY HOMETOWN; IN MY FAMILY’S GROCERY STORE; IN THE HEART OF OUR 

COUNTRY.  Something is very, very wrong here.   

I came across something someone wrote that encapsulated the sentiment I 

and many others felt as I read the news about such horrible violence in the 

country I love, yet the country that is sickened with a worship of violence.  This 

was written by Brian Bilston, and it is entitled “America is a Gun.” 

England is a cup of tea. 

France, a wheel of ripened brie. 

Greece, a short, squat olive tree. 

America is a gun. 

Brazil is a football on the sand. 

Argentina, Maradona’s hand. 

Germany, an oompah band. 

America is a gun. 

Holland is a wooden shoe. 

Hungary, a goulash stew. 

Australia, a kangaroo. 

America is a gun. 



Japan is a thermal spring. 

Scotland is a highland fling. 

Oh, better to be anything 

than America as a gun. (Brian Bilston) 

We are doing something to ourselves that we ought not to be doing; we are doing 

something to ourselves that we need to stop.  Our infatuation with guns; our 

worship of violence; our systemic disparities breeding oppression; our lack of 

sufficient care for the mentally ill; our lack of respect for the sacredness of all 

human life – there are so many ways to identify what is wrong with us; and yet 

there seems to be so little we are actually willing to change. Something is very, 

very wrong in our nation; or, as my parents and I were talking on the phone shortly 

after the shooting, we all acknowledged that something is very, very wrong with 

humanity.  

 And yet, God is still there, Jesus still proceeds into Jerusalem, facing the 

extremes of humanity at its worst, stubbornly offering a better way.  The price 

of change involves a cross.  Not just for Jesus; but for ourselves as well.  We, as 

people of faith, must continue to recall this path Jesus took for our sake, knowing 

that he invites us to do the same for each other and this world in which we live, 

which, contrary to the assumptions of most, is not our world, but God’s.  And God 

has shown us in no uncertain terms he intends to see this world remade – and 

remade through us as the body of Christ. 

It is time, then. 

It is time to re-engage on the issue of gun violence in our country. 

It is time to re-visit the ways in which our priorities dehumanize people. 

It is time to re-examen how Jesus showed us how to live opposing depravity. 

It is time to re-discover the parameter of justice God insists upon.   

It is time to embrace the goodness God meant for all to share. 

It is time to re-enter into civil discourse about how to make our world a safer 

place for all. 



And it is time to re-mind ourselves that this call of Christ to work for God’s 

kingdom on earth has Christ join us in all that we face. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


